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Friendly Respectful Welcoming Honest

Due to the current health crisis,
ALL physical meetings of Bay
Quilters have been cancelled until
further notice.
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Coming Up @ Bay Quilters
16 Jan - Guest speaker Jen Kingwell
6 Feb - General Zoom Chat
13 Feb - Contemporary Group
20 Feb - Summer Challenge due,
Skill Share via Zoom

Hello All
Happy New Year!
I am always motivated by the new year – it’s a time to take stock,
figure out what didn’t work for you, and set goals for the next 12
months. Did I achieve all my goals for 2020? No, but I was happy
with my reflections on the year.
We said we would have a Quilt Show in 2021. The committee is still
hopeful of having a show during the September school holidays, so
keep working on your piece. The format of the show may be
different though. We are exploring options for an in-person and a
virtual show, which would be open to visitors.
A more urgent deadline, though, is the “Quotable Quotes” summer
challenge. I’m enjoying creating mine immensely.
See you online for our January meeting. I’m looking forward to
hearing Jen Kingwell speaking.
Keep Stitching
Monique

Next Gazette
February 2021
Deadline for articles 31 January

2020 was the year
our bins went out
more than we did!

Please send articles, photos or
anything of interest to
editor@bayquilters.com.au

Here's to 2021 and
getting out to BQ
meetings....hopefully!
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Bits & Bobs
January Meeting

Our next general group meeting is on Saturday 16 January. Jen Kingwell will be our guest speaker. In
this presentation Jen will go through new projects from the last few years since last being at BQ, as
well as a few new projects from her upcoming book. These are never before seen, and are being
shown to Bay Quilters as an exclusive thank-you for our ongoing support.
Please note these projects are for viewing on the day only & not to be recorded or screen shotted / shared as
this book is not yet released. Please respect Jen's request.

February Meeting - Skill Share
A skill share day via Zoom is being planned for February. Members will break into chat rooms for a
Power Point presentation of a quilting skill. These presentations will be for 10-15 minutes and then
members will rotate to a different chat room. If you have something you would like to share with
members, please get in touch with Monique (president@bayquilters.com.au) or Fiona
(treasurer@bayquilters.com.au). Help will be given with Power Point if you need it.

Retreat Information

As you know, the planned July 2020 retreat was rescheduled for mid 2021. After further consideration
and due to the ongoing issues with COVID 19, the committee has now agreed that we will not be
planning a retreat in 2021. Yes, it's sad and we're all disappointed.

In line with discussions with the BQ auditor, we have now decided to refund all remaining deposits
the club holds for the cancelled 2020 retreat. Fiona will be contacting those members to arrange a
refund by EFT.

Summer Challenge - "Quotable Quotes"

There's still time for you to work on your Summer Challenge block.
Design a block based on a quote or saying that has meaning to you.
2020 was a challenge year for most of us. Did you have a special quote or saying that helped you get
through it all? Or do you have one that helps you through life generally? Or is there one that you just
like?

We are looking to celebrate your creativity, so you can make it any size you like and use whatever
method(s) you prefer to represent your chosen quote. This is a challenge that should appeal to both
traditional and modern quilters.
Rather than the blocks being made into a charity quilt, this year you will get to keep your block. We
will have a virtual show of the blocks at the February meeting. Photos of your block should be
submitted by 14 February at the latest (president@bayquilters.com.au).

There will be prizes awarded for Best Interpretation of the Theme - to be voted on by the committee,
as well as President's Choice.

2020 Block of The Month

Due to our interrupted year, the 2020 BOM didn't quite pan out as planned but I hope you enjoyed
making the different blocks.

Could you please now gather up the blocks you have made and either post them to Desley (The
Secretary, Bay Quilters Inc., PO Box 320, Moorabbin, VIC 3189) or hand them over to a committee
member? We will arrange a sewing day later in the year when it is safer to meet.
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Quilts from the Heart
Before Christmas, I dropped off quilts to Monash Health Aged Care, Very Special Kids and Emerge.
Gail was able to give quilts to Mercy Hospital Neonatal ward and Sandringham Hospital (see below). I
also have a large number to take to SECASA after they have moved to their new premises in January.
They are always greatly appreciated.

It has been wonderful to see the enthusiasm of those of you who have taken on the Row by Row
'Challenge'. I'll look forward to seeing the photos of them as they develop. Please send any pictures
to Tess (website@bayquilters.com.au).
Before Christmas, there was a request for the sizes of quilts to be put on the website. These will be
put on the QFTH page on the website soon but below is the size guide.
SIZE GUIDE
Babies: 30” x 30”
Toddlers and young children: cot – approx. 40” x 48“ (100cm by 125cm)
All others: up to single bed size - 50” x 60” (120 cm x 150 cm) .
Please note that this is a guide only. If you are quilting the quilt and want to join the batting, it is okay to
make it 1 or 2 inches longer or wider BUT if you are sending it to be quilted please make it no wider
than 50 inches as that is the width of the batting we are using. We aren't doing double or queen sized
quilts.
I am going to be away for 3 1/2 months from early February. At the January meeting, I'll let you know
what the arrangements will be for batting etc while I'm away, but please let me know if you want any
in the next 3 weeks (cmjbaxtersil@gmail.com).
Happy Quilting
Judith and the QFTH team
Thank you to all the ladies who made baby quilts during 2020 for the
Mercy and Sandringham Hospitals. I delivered 70 quilts in mid
December, including over 20 Christmas quilts to the Mercy which
they were thrilled to receive. Your continuing support is much
appreciated.
Gail
This thank you was
received via Facebook

Christmas Tree for SECASA
Helen Clark and Elaine Harrison delivered the BQ Christmas Tree, together
with some gifts, to SECASA in plenty of time for Christmas. The girls in the
office were thrilled to bits with it. It looked so lovely thanks to the many
beautiful decorations made by BQ members. Even though we had to collect
the decorations under very different circumstances, our lovely members
did us proud.
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2021 Block of the Month
This year we will be exploring different forms of applique using both hand and machine techniques.
2020 made me realise the value of bright spots of joy in a year. And if there is no bright spot, then
adding a bright spot – in this case through adding applique to a quilt.
There are a number of different applique techniques. Have you tried them all? Do you have a
favourite?
This year we’ll cover 5 techniques in the first 5 months, and then over last 5 months you will be
encouraged to use your favourite technique to create a quilt.
The plan:
January to May - we will create a block each month using a different technique each time. These blocks
will all be different and won’t necessarily form into a quilt. If you like the block, you can make lots &
make them into a quilt. If it’s not your thing, make 1, and donate it to QFTH. We’ll put everyone’s
January blocks into one quilt & the February blocks into the next quilt, etc. If you like the pattern, but
not the technique, you are free to make it using any technique you like.
June to October – these 5 months will have a theme and blocks can be sewn together into a quilt. If
you like the quilt, keep it, if you don’t, QFTH will be happy to receive it.
November – putting the quilt blocks together – You will be given detailed layout suggestions.
If you'd like to see the first block, it's on the website under Projects>Block of the Month 2021>2021-1.
I will demonstrate the block at the January meeting.
Monique

Looking Ahead
The committee is keen to get members back together. However, given the current situation in the
Bayside area, we are taking a cautious approach. One possibility is a group picnic. Of course this will
be dependent on case numbers and the government's COVID rules. These may change in the next
month or so. The committee will continue to review ideas for 'the road back'.
As Monique mentioned in the President's Message, planning for a Quilt Show in late September is
underway. This may be an onsite exhibition or online depending on circumstances. SO please keep
working on your quilts to display.

The Laws of Cat Quilting
If it’s not sewn down, chase it.
If it’s not pinned down, chew it.
The closer you stay to a quilter’s hands,
the more gentle caresses you will elicit.
If someone should try to pull the fabric from under you,
hold on tight.
Everything you step on is yours.
Never neglect an opportunity to get in the way.
There has never been a quilt that hasn’t been improved
by a cat sleeping on it.
A sewing basket is only as good as the number of cats
that can crawl into it.
Thread is always more fun when it’s tangled
around something.
If it doesn’t look right, sleep on it.
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Colours of the Year

Kona Colour of the Year
Kona's featured colour this year is called Horizon.
It is a beautiful clear sky blue - crisp and clean and perfectly serene.

Pantone Colour(s) of the Year
This year Pantone has chosen 2 colours. Whilst we as
quilters have seen this combination within the past
decade, they are a timeless combination.
Pantone’s copywriters offer the following conceptual
thoughts on the 2 colours.
Practical and rock solid but at the same time warming and optimistic, the union of PANTONE Ultimate
Gray and PANTONE Illuminating is one of strength and positivity. It is a story of colour that
encapsulates deeper feelings of thoughtfulness with the promise of something sunny and friendly.
As people look for ways to fortify themselves with energy, clarity, and hope to overcome the
continuing uncertainty, spirited and emboldening shades satisfy our quest for vitality. Illuminating is a
bright and cheerful yellow sparkling with vivacity, a warming yellow shade imbued with solar power.
Ultimate Gray is emblematic of solid and dependable elements which are everlasting and provide a
firm foundation. The colours of pebbles on the beach and natural elements whose weathered
appearance highlights an ability to stand the test of time, Ultimate Gray quietly assures, encouraging
feelings of composure, steadiness and resilience.

Contemporary Group
The first meeting for this group will be via Zoom on Saturday 13 February at 10.30am. This will be a
catch up and sharing of Roll the Dice quilts. At the 13 March meeting, also by Zoom, we will learn
about the various ways of using text & photos in quilts.

Show & Tell On Facebook & Instagram
If you’d like to share what you’ve been making, please photograph your completed quilts or take a
close up of your work in progress and send the pictures to Fiona using treasurer@bayquilters.com.au.
Remember to include the name of the designer, the measurements and a brief comment about
technique. We aim to use as many pictures as we can on our website, Facebook or Instagram.
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Online Diversions
New Podcraft episodes featuring Margaret Rolfe, Loani Prior and Marilyn Stewart are now
available.
Listen here
Ruth Bader Ginsburg died on 18 September 2020 at the age of 87. She was only the second
woman to sit on the U.S. Supreme Court, and a trailblazing feminist who enshrined equal
protections for women into the law. Over her 27 years on the nation’s highest court, Ginsburg
also became a fashion pioneer, bringing her unique style to the staid judges’ robes and subtly
encoding meaning in her dress through an ever-growing collection of collars often given to
her by colleagues and admirers.
See the collars.
Have you heard of arm knitting? Seems it's a new trend. They say it's peaceful and repetitive
so has a mindfulness about it. And you can knit a bulky throw in a day. Follow this guide with
all the tips and tricks to add arm knitting to your bag of skills.
Learn here

The History of the Colour Red
Finishing the story of Red.

Cadmium Red
Cadmium red came into favour in the 20th century, becoming commercially available in 1910. The
colour of natural vermilion, cadmium red is known for its colour-fastness. Henri Matisse a particular
fan of the brilliantly coloured pigment, and was the first prominent painter to use it in his artwork.
Though the levels of cadmium sulfide in the pigment are not very toxic, in 2014 the European Union
threatened a potential cadmium ban over concerns that it could pollute the water supply when artists
cleaned their brushes. Luckily, further research proved that these fears were unfounded and
cadmium red continues to remain a beloved member of many artists’ palettes.
Fun fact: Matisse tried, unsuccessfully, to convince Renoir to use cadmium red. Though they were
close friends, Renoir quickly switched back to his previous pigment after giving it one try.
Chinese Red
A variety of red tones have been revered in fashion throughout history, but designer Christian
Louboutin made one specific shade his colour of choice—Chinese Red (not to be confused with
vermilion which is also sometimes referred to as Chinese red). In 1992, he unveiled his red-bottomed
shoes, which quickly became his brand’s signature style. This very specific colour (Pantone 18-1663
TPX) became synonymous with the brand and led Louboutin to trademark his red soles in several
countries.
Now, the designer’s red-bottomed shoes are seen as a sign of luxury and
elegance, often worn by fashion elite and celebrities at highly publicized
events. More than merely a colour, it has become a symbol of wealth and
style.
Fun fact: Louboutin’s signature red soles came about by accident. While
working on a prototype, he felt it was missing something. That’s when he
noticed an assistant painting her nails red and decided to coat the black
sole of the shoes red as well.

And finally a quote on the subject of red Picasso said: "If I don't have red, I use blue"
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January Birthdays
The following members are celebrating
their birthdays this month.
We wish you a very happy birthday and hope it's a
good year for you!
Carol Cooper
Desley Maisano
Rose Olson
Neroli Fitzmaurice
Irene Thomas
Viv Gaeggeler
Marg Armstrong
Kieran Little
Marie Lismore

Liz McCormack
Dorothy Guest
Cheryl Shaw
Lou Bor
Di Bennett
Toni Antoney
Ann-Maree Canterford
Barb Woolard
Cheryl Upjohn

Check It Out
Every effort is taken to make sure information provided is correct. Some of the events listed below are
online. For the physical events, please check they are going ahead with the organisers or on their
website prior to attending.
Ozquilt Network has put out a call for entries for its biennial juried exhibition, Art Quilt Australia
2021. It is open to all Australian and New Zealand textile artists and OZQN members worldwide.
Closing date for entries is 30 April. For more information go to www.ozquiltnetwork.org.au. The
exhibition will be held at Shoalhaven Art Gallery, Nowra, NSW from Saturday 12 June until
Saturday 3 July 2021.
Quiltcon 2021 will be online. It will run from 18 to 22 February.
Each year, thousands of attendees come to see over nearly 600 modern quilts on display,
including 400 juried in from MQG members around the world. This brand new online version
of QuiltCon will still feature a juried quilt show as well as top notch workshops and lectures.
The five day event will include live lectures, panels, and tours, as well as on-demand workshops
and many opportunities for socialization.

Caring for our Members
If you know of a group member who is seriously ill
or is mourning the loss of a loved one, please send
the information to Helen C so a card can be sent
on behalf of the membership and, if appropriate,
the news can be shared with our group. Email:
dhclark1@bigpond.com or phone 0444 539 783
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Photo Gallery

Wendy C made this striking quilt using a pattern
from Sheila Christensen's book "Quilts with an
Angle"

Noel has had fun with different angles.

Lindy F made this
nine patch quilt.

Deneil hand
quilted her
medallion quilt.

Cath V hand
stitched this
beautiful quilt
using different
shades of pink.

Judy C used Japanese fabrics
for this stunning quilt

Where in the World?
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We've all given quilts to people in Australia but have you given them to people overseas? In which
countries are they being loved now? Let's find out how far and wide Bay Quilters love has
spread. Which countries have you sent or left quilts as gifts in?
Send your answers to Judith
cmjbaxtersil@gmail.com or Marion - editor@bayquilters.com.au. We will collate them and include in a
future newsletter.
Attach a little story about one of the quilts and we can share it in the newsletter.
This month I share 2 of my quilts - Marion C (editor).
In 2004/2005 my son Rob was an exchange student in Syracuse,
which is in New York state, almost to the Canadian border. I
made this t shirt quilt for his host family. They had sent me their
son's t shirts and playing tops.

Also living in Syracuse are friends we had met when they lived in Melbourne for a couple of years. I
made them this wall quilt as a thank you for looking out for Rob while he was in their town and as a
reminder of their time in Australia. It has a range of Australian themed fabrics and some photos of their
children as part of the sporting club where we met.
Judith added to her previous story, telling us she has sent quilts to China, Brazil and New Zealand.
Unfortunately she doesn't have any photos to share. Stars have been added to the map.
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Any Suggestions? Or Comments?
Is there something you'd like the club to do to
help you through this period? Please send any
suggestions to president@bayquilters.com.au.

Paying by Direct Deposit
Bank details:
Account name:
Bay Quilters Inc
BSB: 633-000
Account number: 120483029
Reference: Surname initial plus event code number (eg SmithM2)
Each event includes an Event reference code number. Refer to the individual Event page on the
website for the code. For membership renewal use your Surname and Initial. Remember to keep a
copy of the bank confirmation for your records. Email the Secretary or Treasurer to advise your
payment.

